
JUAN JOSÉ CALERO
FORWARD



DATA SHEET

FIRST NAME JUAN JOSÉ

DATE OF BIRTH 05/11/1998

NATIONALITY COLOMBIAN/MEXICAN

CLUB MINEROS ZACATECAS

POSITION

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

PREFERRED FOOT

FORWARD

1.85CM

74KG

RIGHT FOOTED

LAST NAME CALERO SIERRA
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STATS IN MÉXICO
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TACTICAL ANALYSIS

FINISHING

His 12 goals in the Mexican second
tier are a proof of his finishing
technique. He is dynamic inside the
box and uses his physical power to
win duels. He positions his body well
to receive and make a hard one-
touch shot.

POSTING

One of his main skills. He places his
team on the rival’s half. He has a
great technique to make a one-
touch pass. He is smart to get away
from the marker to look for link up
play. 

DYNAMISM

He promotes dynamism. He moves
around wildly, showing up as a
winger or attacking midfielder. It’s
clear that he is a reference in attack,
but his dynamism makes him a
difficult player to mark on.



TACTICAL ANALYSIS

MOBILITY

He has mobility in the box. Even
though he can go out of his zone, en
always steps up the box in lateral
crosses. He makes good diagonal
runs and changes of pace. Also, he
understands how to position himself
to win ground challenges.

STRENGHT AND AERIAL PLAY

He is a powerful footballer. He uses
it when doing posting actions and
then pass the ball. His height makes
him a tough player to anticipate. He
uses his arms correctly to win duels.
Additionally, he has a good aerial
play, both when finishing and
passing.

LEADERSHIP

He is a natural leader. Being a 22
year-old captain demonstrates it.
Beyond the armband, he has
authority on the field. He talks and
motivates his teammates. He stands
out in difficult games, even scoring.



SOCIAL MEDIA

@JCALERO21 @JCALERO27

https://www.instagram.com/jcalero27/?hl=es
https://twitter.com/jcalero21

